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PREFACE
All Papua New Guineans have an interest in the future of our tax system. Taxation impacts
citizens directly (e.g. through the tax they pay on their wages) or indirectly (e.g. through
buying goods that have been subject to GST or excise).
The tax system has wide-ranging impacts on our economy. It affects our living standards,
through the incentives or disincentives it creates for work, consumption, saving, investment,
business and trade.
How a tax system is designed can also say much about the country – its priorities, its sense
of fairness and the relationship that exists between citizens and Government and
importantly the quality of that relationship.
There are a number of key principles to the design of a (good) tax system. This report will
look at them in detail. However, the effective translation of these principles into concrete
components of the system often depends on how well policy makers take the characteristics
and performance of the economy into account.
PNG is diverse in terms of geography, language and economic development. The vast
majority of PNG citizens are engaged in the informal sector and have little interaction with
Government services, or financial infrastructure. They are often hard to reach both
physically and in terms of communication.
The profile of taxpayers is also diverse, ranging from subsistence farmers and remote
villagers through to the world’s largest and most sophisticated multinational companies. All
of these factors present challenges and opportunities for a review of this nature, something
the Committee has been aware of since the start of the Review.
Taxation ultimately, provides Government with revenue streams essential for development.
Government revenue streams, build infrastructure to grow the economy and help build and
staff the schools to teach PNG’s children of the future. . All Papua New Guineans have
reasons to care about creating a better and fair tax system.
Over the years − and certainly since the last Review was undertaken in 2000 – PNG has
undergone significant economic, technological and social changes. It is critically important
for our tax system to adapt to and be compatible with this changing environment and
evolving business practices, to be more resistant to avoidance. This will also ensure that the
system is well placed to help achieve national economic and social development objectives.
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THE COMMITTEE
In 2013, the Government appointed a Committee to undertake this Review. The Committee
comprises the following distinguished persons, who collectively have significant experience
in tax policy and administration, trade and business:
1. Sir Nagora Bogan, KBE (Chairman);
2. David Sode (Deputy Chair until June 2014);
3. Lady Aivu Tauvasa (Member);
4. Sir John Luke Crittin (Member); and
5. John Lohberger (Member until May 2015).
The NEC also appointed Mr. Ian Prentice as Strategic Advisor to provide independent high
level advice to the Committee until May 2015.
The Committee formally commenced work on 1 September 2013. It submitted an initial
report incorporating recommendations for the 2015 budget. The Review provided an
Interim Report to the Government in October 2014.

Secretariat
The Secretariat was established by the Department of Treasury to provide technical and
administrative support to the Committee.
The Secretariat undertook the day-to-day activities of the Review, including research and
analysis (drawing on international benchmarking standards and practices, global and
regional trends in tax policy design and administration, and academic modelling), preparing
papers and briefings for the Committee, drafting reports. The Secretariat was also tasked
with arranging and managing stakeholder consultations and all administrative duties.
Members of the Secretariat were seconded from the Department of Treasury, Internal
Revenue Commission, PNG Customs Service, Department of Finance and Department of
Commerce, Trade and Industry. A technical advisor from the Australian Treasury was also
part of the Secretariat for much of the Review. The Secretariat was also supported on
short-term needs basis by a panel of subject-matter experts from the Australian Treasury.
The Review also drew support from international technical consultants and the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) as and where appropriate.
The Committee wishes to record its appreciation to the Secretariat members:
 Ms Kessy Sawang (Team Leader)
 Ms Ueri Pahina
 Mr Anix Virobo
 Mr Peter Mondoro
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Mr Kelly Sulum
Mr Mathew Konzel
Ms Annie Valaun
Mr Peter Tamarua
Mr Nahshon Tamba
Ms Vagi Moses
Mr Lucas Rutherford (Australian Treasury Technical Advisor)
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TERMS OF REFERENCE
The Review was established as part of the Government's Medium Term Fiscal Strategy
aimed at reducing the size of government deficits over the medium-term and to ensure debt
is held at sustainable levels.
The Terms of Reference noted that:




the growth in the economy is not translating sufficiently into optimum fiscal and
revenue yields;
the last comprehensive taxation review was done in 2000, some 14-15 years ago,
making our tax system incongruent with modern business trends and practices; and
a significant part of PNG’s wealth and revenues is derived from natural resources −
particularly from the mining, oil and gas sectors. Resources from these sectors are
non-renewable and it is absolutely critical that windfall gains derived from these
sectors must be leveraged and strategically deployed and prudentially reinvested to
support PNG’s medium and long term growth objectives.

Objectives of the Review
The objectives of the Review as outlined in the terms of reference were to:











align PNG’s revenue system with its development aspirations of being a competitive
middle income nation in the Asian century;
realign the tax system to diversify the economic base by leveraging and strategically
deploying windfall gains from non-renewable extractive sectors to support, stimulate
and grow such sectors as agriculture, fisheries, tourism, forestry, manufacturing,
and of course PNG’s huge base of Small to Medium Enterprises (SMEs) ;
improve the competitiveness and efficiency of PNG’s tax system so as to attract
capital which in turn will help grow, retain and encourage investment, employment
and economic development;
enhance the fairness, simplicity and transparency of PNG’s tax system and in so
doing, build taxpayer confidence in our tax system;
recommend practical options to change PNG’s tax mix between the levels of taxation
on land (including resources), capital and labour;
improve taxpayer compliance including assessing options that enhance taxpayer
services aimed at reducing cost of compliance through the use of modern and userfriendly technology; and
review PNG’s non-tax revenue system so as to ensure that fees and charges are
appropriate, fair and cost-effective.
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Scope of the Review
The Scope of the Review includes:
(1) Personal Income Tax (PIT);
(2) Corporate Income Tax (CIT);
(3) Excise and Customs Tariff;
(4) Operation and efficiency of the Goods & Services Tax (GST);
(5) Mining and Petroleum Taxation Regime;
(6) Land, Property and Capital Gains Tax;
(7) Non-Tax Revenues (including charges and levies);
(8) Small Business Taxation (SMEs);
(9) Advantages and Disadvantages of Tax Incentives; and
(10) Tax Administration (including taxpayer compliance and the efficiency, simplicity,
collection effort and protocols of PNG’s tax and revenue administration).
The Committee also undertook a range of other related work to assist in the research and
policy development, which were:


Year 2000 Tax Reform Recommendations. The Review undertook a comprehensive
evaluation of all the recommendations of the 2000 Tax Review to ascertain the
proportion of recommendations from that Review that were implemented and if
not, why not?



Comparative Study and International Benchmarking. The Committee commissioned
a separate study to compare and benchmark PNG’s tax regime to that of countries of
comparable size, including stage of development. The study included countries
within the Asia-Pacific region. This study was important to help update our
knowledge and understanding of what others do and use and to guide us in the
design and structure of a tax system most suited for PNG.



Autonomous Region of Bougainville. The Review recognized Bougainville’s unique
constitutional position which has distinct provisions on revenue matters. The report
therefore covers some initial work on Bougainville.

Consistent with its terms of reference, the Review put forward a number of
recommendations based on its preliminary work for Government in informing the 2015
Budget and potential option considerations for the 2016 Budget.
While the Committee was originally requested to provide its final Report to the Government
in April 2015, given the level of interest in the Review, the consequent need for more and
extensive consultation, plus the challenges beyond the Committee’s control, the Review’s
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work program was further extended. The requirement was for the Final Report to be
furnished by late October 2015.

Phase Two (2) of the Review
The three revenue areas included in the terms of reference for which the Committee
undertook some preliminary work on, including seeking initial public input. The three areas
are Customs Tariffs, Non-Tax Revenues, and Land and Property Taxation.
In the terms of reference Land and Property Tax was included in the Non Tax Revenue
regime. During the consultations however, there was an overwhelming and sustained
interest plus concerns within the community especially about immerging complexities on
land matters in PNG. As a result, the Committee separated Land and Property Tax from
other fees and charges covered under Non-Tax Revenue.
A letter from the Minister for Treasury to the Review Committee formally acknowledged
and confirmed that these outstanding issues will be look into at a later stage. The
Committee in adhering to the Minister’s directions will therefore continue to review these
three significant revenue areas for due date completion of end of the first quarter of 2016.
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METHODOLOGY
Overview
In recognition of the extensive scope, complexity and multi-dimensional facets of the
Review, the Committee adopted project management disciplines and framework to help set
clear milestones and deliverables stated in the Terms of Reference.
The two components of the Review were (i) Research and Policy Development and (ii)
Stakeholder Consultations.

Research and Policy Development
The research and policy development aspect was informed by its wide stakeholder
consultations. The views and issues raised during this process, helped guide the discussion
and content of the various issues papers. As well, the Review drew on global and regional
tax policy trends to develop its conclusions and recommendations. Adjunct to the
consultations and preparations of the issues papers, the Review co-hosted a Tax
Symposium with the National Research Institute and a Tax Policy Diagnostic Review which
was undertaken prior by an international expert on Tax Policy.
Furthermore, to better inform the overall direction of the tax reform process, the Review
released a broader Issues Paper, making the case for tax reform and outlining the broad
directions for such reform. The purposes of the Broad Directions Paper was to ensure there
was alignment between (tax) reform measures and the various Government development
plans such as Vision 2050 Plan. The Review drew on a number of broad principles,
commonly used around the world to guide the design of tax systems plus to determine what
a ‘good’ tax system should be in PNG.
The Review worked hard to ensure as many citizens as possible had an input to the design
methods of a new tax system for the country. From the very beginning it (the Review)
adopted the view that the wider the audience base, the wider the extent of comments,
information, advice and receipt of anecdotal evidence. The Review used open and
consultative dialogue on each and every occasion.
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Box 1: Key Principles for Reform







Revenue: A good tax system should raise sufficient revenue to ensure that the government can
deliver services that meet the community’s needs.
Competitiveness and Efficiency: A good tax system should promote economic growth and thus
drive more jobs, higher incomes, more services, lower prices and reduce poverty.
Fairness: A good tax system should be fair. It should create a level playing field for businesses
and it should ensure taxpayers each pay their fair share.
Simplicity: A good tax system should be simple enough for taxpayers to understand and meet
their obligations. It should also minimize the administrative costs for government and for the
taxpayer.
Trust in and accountability of Government: A good tax system (including a reliable tax
administration) should build trust and confidence in government and should be transparent and
encourage greater government accountability and integrity.

As part of international benchmarking, tax and customs administrations the Review visited
Fiji and Singapore tax agencies to learn more about their broad tax policy and administrative
directions, as well as lessons from any particular reforms they may have instituted. The
Review also hosted a workshop with the extractive sector in Port Moresby. The purpose of
this workshop was to discuss how PNG can maximize the benefits of resource revenues. The
Review further engaged an expert to undertake modelling of the different fiscal regimes of
state equity participation and resource rent taxes.
The Review work was supported by external expertise and technical advice on specific tax
areas. In particular, the Review acknowledges Darren Kennedy, Alex Le, Kristy Baker, Harry
Greenwell, Graeme Cuxson and William Potts from the Australian Treasury who provided
short-term technical assistance. It also acknowledges the Australian Government for
providing assistance through the PNG Economic & Public Sector Program. (See Appendix A
in Vol. 2).
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) also assisted the Review on mining and petroleum
taxation issues, land and property taxation, non-tax revenues and gave specific and
substantive comments on issues as well as research-based facts and materials.

Consultation
The Review considers that broad and effective consultation is critical to the successful
delivery, implementation and sustainability of any major reform especially reform which
have the potential to widely impact on society. The Review’s consultations enabled it to
better understand and appreciate the sensitivities and likely impact of proposals. Similarly, it
was an opportunity for stakeholders to discuss and understand tax policy issues and
contribute to PNG’s tax reform agenda.
A variety of strategies were used to listen to the views of ordinary Papua New Guineans.
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Box 2: Consultation Strategy
Consultation
‘Blue Sky’ Consultation

Regional Outreach

Tax Symposium

Issues Papers

One-on-one Industry
Consultation.
Inter-agency Consultation
Media, Social Media

As a first step, the Committee invited the general public to give their views on
the broad directions for reform and key priority areas. Over 100 written
submissions were received. Approximately 60 were received as a result of a
general (‘blue sky’) request for ideas/comments. Submissions were posted on
the Review’s website − unless specified as confidential.
The Committee also visited three regional centres. In Lae, Madang, and Kokopo
community forums were held with over 100 people coming to each event.
Meetings were also held with provincial administrators, tax and customs officials.
In Alotau the Committee met with business representatives and officials.
A two day symposium was hosted by the Committee in partnership with the
National Research Institute. Various international and local tax experts presented
technical papers on major reform areas. Outcomes of the symposium provided a
rich vein of reform options for consideration.
To focus on community input and to assist the Review in drafting its
recommendations, the Review released comprehensive issues papers on the
various taxation issues. These papers contain specific questions for more wide
audience discussion. They also featured significant policy option discussions to
assist in the implementation of such policies in the future. All Issues Papers were
publicised in the press and emailed to 200+stakeholders. Over 100 formal
submissions were received in response to the Issues Papers.
‘One-on-one’ consultations were held with over 50 individual industry groups,
peak industry bodies, companies and civil society organizations.
Consultations were held on a regular basis with policy and administrative
agencies who have particular interest in the tax review and reform measures.
Media Generally There were regular updates in the media about the
consultation process. As well, opinion pieces were placed in newspaper columns
and as in advertorials. The Review ran quarterly updates of its work in the print
media and through direct mailing to stakeholders. The Chairman of the Review
was a regular guest on talk-back radio to promote and incite debate and
discussion about issues of tax reform in the country.
Social Media. The Review hosted a website containing information and progress
and copies of papers, submissions and other reference materials. The Review
made available to the general public copies of all submissions and Issues Papers.
The website generated over 600 000 hits, received over 24 000 visits, page views
over 63 000 and over 68 gigabytes of downloaded documents in the 2 years since
its launching in May 2014.

Overview Consultation
Paper

The Review also used Facebook to create a Tax Reform Page. This page
developed a Group to enable followers of the page to discuss tax issues and
submit constructive Ideas on the tax reform process. A total of over 3000
followers have been following the Group and Page since. The Committee also
contributed to Sharp Talk Group and PNG Blog which are also on Facebook.
Matters of substance generated by the social media were also considered by the
Review.
In May 2015 the Review set out its key findings and the broad directions of the
reform to the wider public for consultation.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Key Principles and Considerations for Tax Reform
As outline in Box 1 above, the Review drew on these exact broad principles, commonly used
to guide the design of tax systems around the world, in determining what a ‘good’ tax
system should be in PNG.

Political Economy of Taxation
In the design and architect of tax reform, it is important to see the tax system as a “system”
rather than consider its different elements in isolation. The silo approach to tax reform
ignores the fact that tax systems are part of the fabric of a nation.
The focus on institutional design and technical and legal issues of tax is incomplete if it
ignores the political nature and dynamics of taxation and how the reform becomes
legitimate.
Consequently, any review of a tax system needs to factor in the political economy drivers
that underpin tax reforms and how the political context of a country shapes their intended
outcomes.
Scrutiny of the political economy of taxation is complex, as many diverse and
multidisciplinary issues need to be taken into consideration. In tax policy, distributional
issues are important, so getting to sustainability is not going to be just an issue of getting
advice on efficiency from economists.
Tax policy, should be creditable, relevant and meaningful and must take into account
dynamic settings, including such things as political context (for example elections),
institutional settings, culture and legacies, information and communications and marketing,
tax debate framing, winners and losers from the reform, organized versus disorganized
groups are all going to be critical.
Ultimately, a good tax system has to be politically sustainable. Political economy would
enable deep understanding therefore, a better posturing for political sustainability and
meaningful tax reform.

Key Findings
Reforms to tax systems typically involve tax policy improvements (switching the mix of
taxes; broadening the tax base or altering rates on the remaining base) and strengthening
the capacity of tax administrations.
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The Review’s key findings were:


The current tax regime has evolved over many years, in an ad hoc manner, and
without regular refinement and update has become alienated from the realities of
PNG society. The current tax system largely ignores the fact that tax systems are part
of a nation. The level, depth and magnitude of changes in PNG have outstripped the
capacity and effectiveness and efficiency of the tax regime.



There is no suite or overarching policy framework consisting of economic, fiscal,
trade & investment policies, clear, sound and good quality suite or relevant policy
framework providing clear vision, direction and sense of purpose and mission for the
tax system and the Revenue Administration.



PNG’s tax administration challenges (such as technical skills, funding levels, etc) are
very significant and are continuing to contribute to low revenue collections for
government. The IRC and PNGCS are too bureaucratic and not people or market
friendly. They are focused on regulations, command and control instead of results or
benchmarking to world’s best practice. This deficiency is compounded by the fact
that there has been considerable under investment in improving and modernizing
IRC and PNGCS. This magnified the challenges in Revenue Administration and
seriously impaired the ability and potential of IRC and PNGCS to render its
obligations as revenue administrator.



PNG relies too heavily on its salary and wages tax, which is borne by fewer than
400,000 taxpayers − a relatively small proportion of PNG’s population (current
estimate 7.5 million). High personal tax rates dampen the incentives for people to
enter formal employment, to do overtime or to study for a better paying job.



From a regional perspective, PNG’s corporate income tax rates are not
competitive. Its general corporate income tax rate of 30% is at the higher end when
compared to other like countries. Lowering these taxes will encourage investment
and create innovative ways to grow the economy and potentially increased
government revenue. Effective tax rates for many companies are low when tax
incentives and the absence of a capital gains tax are taken into account.



Corporate income tax rates can only be reduced if the base is adequately
protected. Over recent years, there has been considerable international attention on
base erosion and profit shifting. PNG’s recent commitments to a number of revenue
transparency initiatives bode well to modernize corporate tax integrity
arrangements.
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PNG should undertake reforms to improve returns from the natural resource
extraction sector. Changes to the taxation arrangements in this sector can reduce
the risk exposure to citizens of PNG that comes with State equity participation. It can
also capture resource rents without impacting investment.



Personal and corporate income tax bases should be broadened to help reduce
income tax rates. That is, personal and corporate tax breaks from exemptions;
rebates, accelerated depreciation etc should be reconsidered.



PNG can undertake reforms to rebalance the tax mix towards more stable
consumption tax bases (such as GST and excise). PNG draws proportionally small
amounts of revenue from consumption taxes such as the GST, relative to other like
countries. As well, PNG’s GST rate of 10% is low by regional and developing country
standards.



Tax incentives in PNG have been over-used and in fact, are not well targeted.
Generally the incentives have had either little or no effect. It is unclear how much
incentives currently cost in terms of foregone revenue and there is confusion as to
the basis upon which they are granted. The result is that some industries get tax
privileges, but those not getting incentives are forced to pay higher taxes. Fewer,
better targeted incentives can reduce tax levels generally and provide a more
predictable environment for investors.



PNG’s tax system is not well suited to small business growth and or prosperity. For
most small businesses in PNG, complying with tax obligations is costly and is a barrier
to entering the formal economy.



Self-Assessment should be introduced. PNG foregoes important tax revenue every
year because taxpayers must wait for the IRC to make an assessment before they
can pay tax. If taxpayers were permitted to self-assess and pay tax, the IRC could
redirect its scarce resources to priority areas such as compliance and enforcement.

There is a need therefore, for a total tax reform package which is designed to meet the
medium to long-term revenue needs of the country.

Reform Directions
Today taxation not only viewed as a tool to raise revenues, but an important driver for
increasing state legitimacy, reinforcing the social contract between the citizens and the
state, promoting good governance, facilitating and promoting sustainable and all inclusive
economic and social growth and development.
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These tax reform measures are proposed as a critical component of governance reform. It
combines what can be captioned as “All Government and All Taxation reform” reflecting a
holistic approach.
The Review is mindful of the current fiscal position of the country and the significant
reductions in revenue following rapidly declining global commodity prices.
This report seeks to offer the Government a road map for reform to help modernise the
country’s tax system. Tax reforms, however, come at a cost, which means proper and
rationale decision making must take into account the realities of the current situation. The
Review therefore recommends that a staged tax reform implementation plan be adopted to
help address the current fiscal challenges.
With this in mind the Review has tried to point out where reforms can be optimised if some
recommendations are jointly implemented. Many of the ensuing directions for reform are
interrelated. It will not be possible, for example, to lower personal income taxes without
raising more revenue elsewhere. The Review proposes that the tax reform directions be as
follows:




Overarching policy
Revenue Administration
Reduce Personal Income Taxes:o By raising the tax free threshold. The Review recommends increasing the
tax free threshold to K15,000 and over time increasing the threshold to
K20,000. Increasing the threshold benefits all taxpayers and removes large
numbers of low paid employees from the tax system.
o By reducing marginal rates. The 22 per cent rate should be reduced to 20 per
cent and the current 30 per cent band which applies from K18,001 – K33,000
should be removed. Lowering tax rates will increase incentives to start work
or seek better paying jobs. It will also mean salary and wage earners are not
paying too much tax.
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Table 1: Current and proposed Personal Income Tax Rates
Current (2015)

Proposed

Tax brackets

Rates

Cumulative tax

Tax brackets

Rates

Cumulative tax payable

(K)

(%)

(K)

(K)

(%)

(K)

0 – 10,000

0

0

10,001 – 18,000

22

22 toea for each kina
over 18,000

0 -15,000

0

0

18,001 – 33,000

30

1,760 plus 30 toea
for each kina over
18,000

15,001 - 33,000

20

20 toea for each kina
over 15,000

33,001 – 70,0000

35

6,260 plus 35 toea
for each kina over
33,000

33,001 – 70,000

35

3,600 plus35 toea for
each kina over 33,000

70,001 – 250,000

40

19,210 plus 40 toea
for each kina over
70,000

70,001 –
250,000

40

16,550 plus 40 toea for
each kina over 70,000

250,001
and above

42

91,210 plus

250,001
and above

42

88,550 plus 42 toea for
each Kina over 250,000

42 toea for each kina
over 250,000



Simplify personal income taxes for around 400,000 salary or wage earners by
removing the education and salary and wage rebates currently available. The
dependant rebate should be retained but removed when the K20,000 threshold is
introduced.



However, lowering personal income taxes requires increasing taxes elsewhere. The
changes in the Table 1 above are estimated to cost K504.3 million.



The revenue mix should shift away from income tax to consumption taxes such as
GST. PNG’s GST rate of 10 per cent is low by regional standards (for many countries
it is 15 per cent) and compared to the average of other developing countries (16 per
cent). Increasing the GST rate to 15 per cent would increase GST revenues by around
K430 million annually.
This revenue could help pay for reductions in personal income tax. At the same time
it would also improve contributions from the informal economy, who pay some GST.
Increasing the GST rate can be controversial given that it impacts so many more
people – yet this is one of its strengths when compared to personal income tax. The
question facing PNG is this: should a lot more people pay a little more tax, in
exchange for the few salary and wage earners paying less?
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Box 3: Impact of GST Increase
PNG has a large subsistence and informal sector which currently pays 10% GST, whilst the burden of
both GST and income tax is borne by the who are salary and wage earners or sole traders in the formal
economy — approximately seven per cent of the population.
An increase in GST will no doubt increase prices of basic goods and services.
Assuming personal income tax reductions occur at the same time as increases in the GST rate, salary
and wage earners and formal sole traders will get income tax reductions which should compensate for
the increases in prices flowing from a GST rate increase.
It is likely that a significant part of any extra after-tax pay from reduced personal income taxes will
flow to rural households as remittances with wantok.
A very high proportion of rural households produce some part of its food and shelter needs, outside
'the market'. The GST increase on this subsistence economy may therefore be minimal. John Gibson in
his study on Indirect Tax Reform and the Poor in PNG says that items mostly consumed by subsistence
workers are locally produced “ items [that] are usually out of the direct reach of commodity taxation.”
Locally-produced food items include: Sago, Taro, Chinese Taro, Kaukau, Banana, Cassava, Yams,
Firewood, and Aibika. Basic goods that must be purchased are (and so will be subject to increased
GST) are: clothing, garden tools , pots and pans and kitchen utensils, rice, salt, cooking oil, tinned fish,
school fees, and soap. According to a Submission to the Review (John Conroy) an increase in GST may
increase demand for locally-produced goods, thus increase in production.
Those in urban small, informal businesses, informal (cash) workers and hard-to-tax professions will
now pay more tax while the salary and wage earner will have some tax relief.



Improve tax administration. Improving administration of the tax system is and will
remain the most significant priority for PNG going forward. The introduction of a
self-assessment regime will represent a major shift in the administrative protocols.
Ensuring that the existing law is effectively enforced also means that an efficient and
fully resourced tax administration must be in place to implement any tax policy
reforms. Adequate resourcing of both the IRC and PNGCS is critical. Furthermore,
given the extent of legacy issues, the Review strongly recommends a Centralised
Revenue Board be established to oversee both agencies.



Reduce corporate income tax rates to 25 per cent over time. Higher corporate tax
rates can deter investment, innovation and risk taking by companies or businesses.
Stimulating investment can grow and expand economic activities, create jobs which
in turn will broaden the tax base.
It should be noted that corporate taxes also tax resource rents, so a more robust
system for taxing resource rents is essential to underpin this change.
The revenue cost of reducing the corporate tax rate to 25 per cent is in the order of
K450 million per annum. Other changes to strengthen the tax base such as the
removal of ad hoc incentives, introduction of a tax on capital gains from certain
Page | 19
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limited assets and better international tax rules will be needed to fund a reduction in
the rate. As explained below these changes will also support the economy by
removing investment distortions that the current tax system encourages.


Upgrade resource taxes to produce a fair return to Papua New Guinea for
depletion of finite natural resources. PNG’s mining and petroleum tax arrangements
are very generous compared to other resource rich countries, as well, they do not
reflect the maturity of the sector.
PNG should extend and enhance the rent tax regime (Additional Profits Tax (APT))
that applies to gas projects, to new projects across the natural resource sectors in
exchange for reduced state equity rights in the mining and petroleum sector. This
will provide a stronger resource revenue base, and a fair return to the people of
PNG.
Over time the corporate income tax, and dividend and interest withholding tax rates
for mining and petroleum should be aligned with those applying to corporate
taxpayers generally. Future resource development contracts should not lower the
main fiscal rates. The sector will participate in the benefits of reduced company tax
rates, some withholding rates will increase and there should be more sustainable
revenue from the APT. The changes to broaden the corporate tax base (eg capital
gains tax, removal of incentives), and specific changes for mining (eg removal of
double deductions for exploration expenditure) will strengthen company tax
collections from the sector.
Lastly the Review does not favour the use of fiscal stability agreements, but if they
are necessary they should meet minimum standards described in the report.



Reduce tax incentives and manage them transparently from a whole of the
economy perspective, led by a new Economic Development Board (EDB). Rather
than introducing specific tax incentives to help encourage certain businesses or
sectors, PNG should focus on making its overall tax system simpler, fairer,
transparent and more attractive to investors. Reducing corporate income tax rates,
for example, could be more effective in encouraging investment than introducing ad
hoc tax incentives.
While incentives should be used sparingly, the current uncoordinated and
undisciplined approach does not take real account of the government’s overarching
economic, trade, investment and industry strategies. A new Economic Development
Board as proposed will lead and coordinate the use of incentives in pursuit of wider
national objectives, noting that direct expenditures and subsidies are often more
transparent and better targeted than tax incentives. At the same time, the Economic
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Development Board would review current incentives against a list developed by the
Review with a view to eliminating many of them.
In the interests of transparency there should be improved and annual reporting of
the revenue costs of tax incentives. The current reporting contained in the annual
budget is limited both in terms of its breath and data used.


Capital gains should be taxed, but initially only some classes of real property and
natural resource assets should be taxed. Customary land and the family home
should be excluded. The tax will only apply to gains accumulating after
commencement of the tax.
If the revenue potential from taxing capital gains was tapped, tax rates could be
lowered over time or the government could boost expenditure on public goods and
services to improve living standards. Not taxing these gains is unfair to the poor as
these gains are usually made by wealthy citizens or foreign companies. This gap in
the income tax system means that well advised taxpayers can reduce income tax
through clever tax planning.
The tax should be introduced in stages. The first stage would only affect land owners
and natural resource companies, but is expected to have the greatest revenue
impact. The first stage should begin as soon as possible because revenue benefits
may take time to emerge. The second stage will require greater public awareness
and IRC skilling would apply to most other gains.



Simpler and less costly tax paperwork for small business (turnover up to K250,000)
is proposed. Also payment and filing arrangements for the sector should be
streamlined. Streamlined small business tax calculations should reduce business
costs and allow businesses in the informal economy to more easily move into the
formal economy. These arrangements should also improve IRC management of the
sector. These new arrangements will take some time to fully implement.
Other tax areas dealt with by the Review include:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Excise Taxation
Departure Tax Rates
Taxation of Bookmakers, Gaming Machines and Lotteries
Land and Property Taxes
Non-Tax Revenues
Autonomous Bougainville Region taxation
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The Change Program Challenge


Many of these reforms represent significant changes to current arrangements and
should be implemented in a manageable and phased manner so as while tax reform
should not be unnecessarily delayed, it should be undertaken after proper and
careful consideration. Reforms need to take into account administrative capacities
and the capacity of taxpayers to absorb and accept change.



A phased approach should be adopted, (along the Comprehensive Tax Reform
Program as illustrated below) to provide tax payers and the Government a clear
roadmap of implementation of tax reforms.

PNG’s Data Challenge


On a more general level, the Review has also identified a clear need to better
capture and utilize data to inform all forms of tax policy development. Limitations of
statistics and accuracy of data in PNG are well known and the deficiencies in the
current IRC IT systems has meant that policy advice provided in this report must be
based on anecdote or other educated assumptions. New IT systems for the IRC will
hopefully assist in this.



A general trend around the world is that tax authorities are publishing their
aggregate data (in a way that does not identify taxpayers) to enable greater public
and academic analysis. The Review encourages the adoption of these practices by
PNG.
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Proposed Five (5) year Staged Approach for Comprehensive
Tax Reform Program is illustrated below:

2020
2019
2018

2017
Continue economic and fiscal
reform entailing a range of tax
and non-tax measures to help
1. Foreshadow
economic
stimulus
grow and expand economy
package for current, medium and long
hence PNG tax base. Realign
term maximum effect. Commence
mix of taxing of income,
process
by
establishing
and
consumption, and capital and
legitimizing
an
Economic
continue
revenue
Development Board and a Revenue
administration reforms. Tax
Administration Board.
reform measures to help grow
2. Announce – NO NEW TAXES. To ease
and expand economy include:
socio-economic hardship as a result of
a. Reforming
Personal
declining commodities price and
Income Tax by increasing
downturn in global economy, post
threshold from K10,
LNG construction, impact of El Nino
000.00 to K15, 000.00,
and combined effects of some or all of
adjust,
reduce
and
the above.
simplify rates band to
3. Recognize election year – NO NEW
address bracket creep.
TAX budget and IMPLANT PILLARS for
b. Reduce Corporate Tax
economic growth and diversification.
from 30% to 25% and
4. 2016 Budget framed as fiscal stimulus
Dividend
Withholding
measure to optimize revenue
Tax (DWT) from 17% to
collection by improving revenue
15%.
administration,
correction
of
c.
Compensate
revenue
anomalies, adjustments for CPI,
loss in Personal Income
stringent controls and curbing of
Tax and Corporate Tax by
expenditure and options for debt
increasing GST from 10%
financing and monetary policy.
to 15%.
5. Commence tax reform of extractive
d. Reform PNG’s
tax
sector to make sector more
incentives.
transparent.
e. Continue
reform
of
extractive sector by
introducing Additional
Profits Tax for Mining.
2. Introduce
and
implant
necessary
supplementary
in government and
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bureau institutions.

2016

1.

1.

2.

3.
4.

Continue economic and
fiscal reform entailing a
range of tax and non-tax
measures to further grow
and expand economy hence
the tax base, realign the mix
of
taxing of
income,
consumption, and capital
and
continue
revenue
administration reforms. Tax
measures to grow and
expand economy includes;
a. Reform
Personal
Income
Tax
by
increasing
threshold
from K15, 000.00 to
K20, 000.00, adjust and
reduce and simplify
rates band to address
bracket creep.
b. Reduce Corporate tax
from 25% to 20% and
Dividend Withholding
Tax (DWT) from 15% to
10%.
c.
Compensate revenue
loss in Personal Income
Tax and Corporate tax
by introducing Capital
Gains tax.
Continue reforms in the area
of tax incentives to help
promote
and
sustain
economic growth.
Reform non tax regime.
Continue
other
and
necessary
important
supplementary reforms in
government and bureau.

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Continue economic and
fiscal reform entailing a
range of tax and non-tax
measures to further grow
and expand economy
hence the tax base, realign
the mix of taxing of
income, consumption, and
capital
and
continue
reforms
in
revenue
administration Tax reform
measures continuing to
grow
and
expand
economy.
Continue reforms in tax
incentives
to
further
promote
and
sustain
economic growth.
Introduce Property tax.
Continue reform in Capital
Gains tax.
Continue reform of nontax regime.
Maintain other important
supplementary reforms.

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Continue economic and
fiscal reform entailing a
range of tax and non-tax
measures to further grow
and expand the economy
and hence the tax base,
realign the mix of taxing
of income, consumption,
and capital and continue
revenue administration
reforms.
Continue reforms in tax
incentives to further
promote and sustain
economic growth.
Continue reforms on
Capital Gains.
Continue reforms in
property tax.
Continue reform in nontax regime.
Maintain other important
supplementary reforms
in government and
bureau.
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REFORM STRATEGY
Supporting Revenue Administration
Current Situation
•
Unclear, contradictory and antiquated
Economic, Fiscal, Tax, and Trade and
Investment policies which have
contributed to decades of poor revenue
administration over decades.
•
Too revenue-generation biased leading to
the exclusion of promotion and growth of
the country’s economy and efficient
facilitation of business conduct.
•
Deficient and weak governance frameworks and system of accountability
•
Heavy reliance on outmoded institutional
frameworks and structures.
•
Serious and deficient gaps in leadership,
management and technical skills resulting
in sub-standard performance and
administrative incapacities.
•
Internal systems and processes not up to
international best practice.
•
Laws were enacted in 2014 to make IRC
and PNG Customs Services fully
autonomous, but autonomous is not the
only answer. What is required is a more
holistic initiative.
•
Major Information Technology
commenced in 2014 resulting in SIGTAS
system, however, no effective change

Vision for the Future
•
Clear and sound Economic, Fiscal, Tax
and Trade and Investment Policies that
sustainably promote PNG’s economic
growth including through sustainable
revenue generation.
•
Strong governance framework and
closer oversight for both revenue
administrations based on transparent
and accountable practice (eg
introduction of a whistle blower
policy).
•
Heads of IRC and PNGCS be appointed
by an independent appointment
committee.
•
Highly professional and competent
management at all levels and
technically proficient work force.
•
Develop an IT systems strategy and
give it a business enabler status with
requisite international benchmarking.
•
Voluntary compliance is adopted by
IRC and PNGCS as a central key
function and champion of efficient
revenue administration similar to
international standards and with no
appetite for non-compliance and tax
avoidance.

What Needs to Change
• Better resourcing (skills & funding) to IRC
and PNGCS by Department of Treasury so
as to improve revenue administration
functions.
• Direct Department of Personnel
Management to better support HR needs
of both IRC and PNGCS.
• Determinations by Salary and Conditions
Monitoring Committee be done to ensure
IRC and PNGCS recruit and retain skilled
and competent staff.
• Introduce whistle blower protection laws
to modernize tax administration
governance frameworks.
• Constant use of world’s best practice AND
installation of a Centralized Revenue
Administration Board to provide oversight,
strategic direction, and set and monitoring
management KPIs.
• Improve working relationship and better
collaboration with Investment Promotion
Authority to share company-related
information.
• Remove the cumbersome and
bureaucratic mechanisms in the Central
Supply and Tenders Board system to
improve procurement protocols.
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•

•

•

•

management to oversight part or full
transition from manual to automated
processes.
PNG Customs Services has IT platform of
ASYCUDA ++ but the system still requires
further upgrade to reach ASYCUDA World
platform to fulfil international
requirements.
Considerable levels of non-tax
compliance with almost 40-50 per cent of
tax not collected under present tax
administration regime.
Lack of effective and efficient command
and control resulting in over-emphasis on
revenue collections with too little regard
for Taxpayer Service, values and
standards.
Proliferation of corrupt behaviour and
not enough will and commitment to deal
with same, in both Internal Revenue
Commission and PNG Customs Service

•

•

•

IRC and PNGCS adopting and operating
under strong client service culture and
standards.
IRC and PNGCS operating under the
ethos of adding value to national and
sub-national government service
delivery.
Eradication of corruption in IRC and
PNGCS and both agencies adopting and
using effective strategies to deter
same.

•

•

More attendance by officers at technocrat
levels at International forums especially on
tax policy and administration.
Establish (at national level) or part-fund (at
Pacific regional level) a Revenue
Administration and Training Academy for
IRC and PNGCS to assist in skills upgrade
and technical competency building.
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Personal Income Tax
Current Situation
•
High personal tax rates are limiting the
incentives for more people to work in the
formal sector.
•
Workers in the formal sector are taxed,
but workers earning equivalent income in
the informal sector are not taxed.
•
Both pay GST on consumption.
•
Workers have lost money, in real terms,
due to bracket creep.
•
Tax rebates provide few benefits and do
not save workers much tax.
•
Tax arrangements for redundancy
payments are inefficient, complex and
inequitable.
•
The tax on superannuation is too
complex.

Vision for the Future
•
A simpler personal income tax regime
where lower tax rates encourage
formal sector participation.
•
A fairer tax system with fewer tax
brackets and fewer low income
employees subject to tax.
•
Lower taxes on wages where tax
rebates are unnecessary.
•
Simple, equitable and efficient tax
treatment of redundancy payments.
•
Superannuation sector that is
growing, providing retirement incomes
and appropriately taxed

What Needs to Change
• The tax free threshold increased.
• PIT rates decreased.
• Reduce tax brackets.
• Remove education and wage and salary
rebates.
• Increase redundancy concessional
payment and its cap including criteria.
• Revise legislations on superannuation tax.
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Corporate Income Tax
Current Situation
•
PNGs CIT 30% rate is at the high end for
Asia-Pacific region and is hindering
investment, innovation, and
risktaking.
•
The current rates places pressure on
Government for tax breaks sought by
investors.
•
Investment decisions distorted by
different CIT and withholding tax rates,
and tax incentives (eg tax holidays).
•
Evidence of profit shifting by
multinational companies reduces tax paid
in PNG.
•
High cost of compliance by corporate
entities caused by inefficient revenue
administration.
•

Vision for the Future
•
CIT collections optimised.
•
CIT regime characterised by a lower CIT
tax rate but a broader tax base and
stronger resource rent tax collections
from the extractive sector.
•
Same rate of CIT and withholding taxes
across all sectors.
•
Profit shifting by multinationals is
restricted through improved tax audit
mechanisms.
•
Lower compliance costs.

What Needs to Change
•
Reduce CIT rate to at least 25% to help
boost investment and economic activities.
•
Better thin capitalisation, transfer pricing,
international engagement by IRC and up
skilling IRC officers to address profit
shifting.
•
Introduction of self- assessment and
other related reforms to gain efficiencies
in revenue administration
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Mining and Petroleum Taxation
Current Situation
•
Mining and petroleum tax is the same as
corporate tax in so far as level of rate
which is high by regional standards.
•
In the mining & petroleum sector, there is
no capital gains tax, which in turn,
contribute to unproductive speculation in
the sales of exploration licenses.
•
Many concessions are granted to many
companies in the mining & petroleum.
There are also many project specific
incentives in this sector.
•
In PNG, Additional Profits Tax (APT) only
applies to gas projects and the threshold
rates are very high and APT has never
been realised.
•
There are high state equity participation
rights. State equity participation has
significant downside risks if the project
turns out to be unprofitable. Other risks
include lack of State knowledge about the
project compared to the sponsor. There
too much confusion between State
commercial and State regulatory interests
and there are significant problems
associated with dividend policy
arrangements.
•
There are complex formulae in calculating
royalties.
•
There is excessive use of fiscal stability
agreements and with terms that overly

Vision for the Future
•
Better and sustainable revenue gained
from the sector through resource rents
to maximise revenue and benefits
current and future generations.
Resource rent tax models achieve
better gains for PNG than through state
equity participation in resource
projects.
•
PNG continue to pursue adoption of
competitive corporate income tax
rates.
•
No issuance of tax incentives.
•
PNG has a more robust resource rent
taxation (Rate of Return Additional
Profits Tax) system applying across the
mining and petroleum sector which
ensures a larger return to the State
when profits are high, but a lower take
when profits are low and does not
deter marginal investments.
•
A more effective and simpler
calculation of the royalties system and
arrangements therein.
•
Fewer fiscal stabilisation agreements.
Any agreements that are developed
reflect a better bargain between the
State and project sponsors and which
do not unnecessarily restrict the ability
of the State to revise tax policies.

What Needs to Change
• Introduction of a Capital Gains Tax.
• Reduce corporate tax rates, but
broaden the tax base, including by:
• taxing capital gains (to capture
gains on disposal of mining
interests and dampen
speculation),
• rationalising tax breaks
generally, in particular by
abolishing the double
deduction for exploration
expenses. Any concessions
should be transparent and
apply generally — there
should be no specific project
agreements.
• Introduce an effective APT across the
mining and petroleum sector.
• Rebalance the role of State as the
regulator. Reduce State equity
participation rights to 5 per cent.
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restrict the State tax policy even when
conditions change

Tax Incentives
Current Situation
•
36+ tax incentives (across the board) are
currently available, but there is little
evidence of usefulness to or success for
the State.
•
Incentives continue to reduce
government revenues eroding the tax
base.
•
Incentivised industries have low effective
tax rates, while non-privileged industries
face high effective tax rates which in turn
hinder diversification and growth of
PNG's economy.
•
Investors gaining incentives necessarily
causes an imbalance in the cost of doing
business in PNG (higher for those who do
not have incentives and lower for those
have incentives).
•
Decisions about granting incentives are
ad hoc and do not necessarily reflect
strategic economic priorities.
•
The annual cost of incentives is unknown
although some 'tax expenditures' are
reported in the budget.

Vision for the Future
•
A few and well-targeted time-limited
incentives for business and investors.
•
A whole of economy approach is used
to consider the granting of incentives
and this be done via a centralised
coordinating body (eg proposed
National Economic Board) before any
referral to NEC.
•
Existing system of the way PNG
manages its incentive scheme be
cleaned up (issuance, monitoring and
review), consistent with good tax
policy and overarching trade, industry
and investment policies.
•
New incentives be added sparingly and
be consistent with good tax policy and
overarching macro-economic policies.
•
An all-encompassing legislation (one
piece of legislation) introduced to
ensure all incentives are properly
considered and transparently issued.
•
The cost of incentives (to the PNG
economy) reported annually in a Tax
Expenditures Statement by Treasury.

What Needs to Change
• Establish an Economic Development
Board (EDB) to coordinate the granting
and management of incentives using a
whole of government approach. The
Board be comprised of competent
persons from private and public sectors.
• Current and new incentives must now be
encompassed into the framework of the
new umbrella policy / legislation.
• Methodology (including on data sourcing)
developed and is a fully resourced
function of a nominated government
agency responsible for annual tax
expenditure statements (issued by
Treasury).
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Capital Gains Tax
Current Situation
• PNG does not have a Capital Gains
Tax.
• There is potential that PNG can earn
revenue from this tax.
• Capital gains are usually made by
better who are well-off, so not taxing
these gains is unfair on the poor
community of taxpayers.
• There is over-investment in assets
which produce capital gains (eg land,
land companies) and there is underinvestment in income producing
assets (eg dividend paying companies,
bonds).

Vision for the Future
• Capital gains are taxed at a 15 per
cent rate.
• Only for gains accumulating after
commencement of CGT (ie new tax
applied prospectively.)
• Capital gains taxation becoming an
important source of government
revenue with the potential to fund
lower tax rates on companies and
individuals.
• Family homes and customary land
are excluded from CGT.
• CGT contributing to making PNG
tax system fairer.
• Tax planning by residents and nonresidents to convert their income
to gains is reduced.
• CGT rules are simple and practical,
although there will be inherent
complexities esp in the initial
stages of introduction of CGT.
• IRC has acquired relevant skills and
expertise to educate the public
and enforce this (new) tax.

What Needs to Change
• Introduce a capital gains tax in two phases
vis-à-vis:
• Phase 1: where only PNG real
property and interests (such as
shares) in real property companies
will be taxed ("real property"
includes resource assets. CGT
applying to areas of greatest
revenue potential, to a limited
number of sophisticated taxpayers
who are able to understand the law
and work out their tax.
• Phase 2: extend the CGT to other
sectors and encompassing
community education, systems
and wider IRC upskilling. Laws
drafted in consultation with
Technical Advisory Committee. IRC
resourcing must be appropriate for
implementation of both phases.
Priority that IRC has the full
capacity to enforce CGT.
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Microenterprise, Small Business and Informal Economy
Current Situation
• It costs small businesses
proportionally more to comply with
tax obligation when compared to large
or big businesses.
• Many small businesses either do not
file tax returns OR they understate
their tax.
• IRC administers this sector across a
number of functions and there is no
substantive strategy in place to cater
for PNG's informal economy which is
significant.

Vision for the Future
• Affordable or reduced costs for small
businesses to comply with tax laws.
• More small businesses will be in the
tax system. More people will be
paying the right amount of tax.
• A fairer tax system for all (across the
board from small to large business).
• Small business sector contributes
more to government revenue.
• IRC using a more strategic approach
for its tax administration targeting
small business and proper and
regular awareness and enforcement
to achieve this.

What Needs to Change
• Simplify the ways that tax is calculated
so small businesses can understand.
• IRC methods of form-filing and
payment systems.
• One-off research of PNG's small
business and informal sector needs.
• Perceptions that because this sector is
small that it is not important to the
economy of PNG.
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Goods and Services Tax
Current Situation
•
Current tax mix relies too heavily on
income taxes which don't reach the
informal sector. Zero-rating
arrangements and concessions for
businesses lead to unnecessary
complexity and compliance problems.
•
Collection of GST on business imports
causes cash flow issues for business.
•
It costs smaller businesses
proportionally more to comply with GST
than larger businesses

Vision for the Future
•
Increased GST collections including
from the informal sector enabling
Government to reduce income taxes.
•
Improved mechanisms to deliver zerorating.
•
Streamlined processes for business
imports.
•
Improved arrangements and reduced
compliance costs for small business.
•
Strategic tax administration education and enforcement

What Needs to Change
• Simplify the ways to calculate tax
• Coordinate and reduce IRC form filing
and payments
• Develop a strategy. Ongoing research
of the small business and informal
sectors. A role in IRC to focus on needs
of the sector

Vision for the Future
•
Improved certainty for taxpayers and
administrators.
•
Better balance in the incentives for
sustainable transport.
•
Maintain revenue from excise.
•
Better control of illicit tobacco.

What Needs to Change
• Simplification of tariff with greater
emphasis on alcohol, tobacco and
fuels.
• Better maintenance and availability of
up to date tariff.
• Rebalance collections between vehicle
and fuel taxes.
• New indexation arrangements.
• Ongoing development of compliance
strategies to manage the illicit tobacco
market.

Excise Tax
Current Situation
•
The current tariff schedule is
unnecessarily complicated.
•
Concessional rates on some tobacco
products and diesel do not appear
justified on policy grounds.
•
Taxation of motor vehicles and fuel does
not adequately address environmental
and other impacts.
•
The value of excise collections is being
eroded by inflation.
•
Evasion of excise in illicit tobacco market
is an ongoing concern.
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Other Indirect Taxes
Current Situation
• PNG's departure tax rate has not
been adjusted since 1988.
• Taxation of bookmakers is
unnecessarily complex.
• Lotteries currently are not taxed.
• Betting tax on gaming machines is
earmarked for other purposes.

Vision for the Future
• Maintain value of departure tax
consistent with current costs.
• More consistent taxing of gambling
products using a simplified system.
• Fair and proper budget or funding
disciplines are maintained at
national and sub-national levels.

What Needs to Change
• Increase departure tax consistent with
current handling and processing costs.
• Remove stamp duty from
bookmarkers AND increase turnover
tax to compensate, including revised
funding agreements with provinces to
maintain current shares.
• Unsuitable taxation arrangements
currently in place for lotteries.
• Replace earmarked funding with
budget funding.
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
Revenue Administration
No.
1

Recommendation
A clear, sound and good quality
suite of policy framework
consisting of economic, fiscal, tax
and trade and investment policy
be formulated as the overarching
guidance, purpose and mission
for PNG’s revenue
administration.

2

The IRC and PNGCS adopt a new,
robust and modern governance
model for revenue
administration.

3

Establish a Central Revenue
Administration Board (RAB) with
appropriate design features.

4

Treasury, in close conjunction
with IRC and PNGCS, establish an
interim transitional and
implementation team to oversee
establishment of the RAB.
The RAB to assist the IRC and
PNGCS to put in place a
transformation and
modernisation strategy.
Adopt a two prong strategy in
closing the compliance gap and
improving taxpayer service.

5

6

7

The IRC and PNGCS must
immediately institute effective
and more robust debt

Purpose
To guide the Government in (i)
managing PNG’s social,
economic and/or political
challenges and (ii) better
defining the roles and
responsibilities of relevant
agents including the allocation
and distribution of resources
for them to undertake their
mandates.
For proper governance,
oversight and strategic
leadership directions for IRC
and PNGCS now and into the
future.

To integrate roles and
responsibilities of IRC and
PNGCS in implementing tax
reforms plus complement the
planning, project and change
management, communication
and stakeholder engagement
strategies.
To assist with RAB
implementation.

Comments
Part of the overarching
guidelines to help the
Government implement tax
reforms.

Revenue authorities in other
jurisdictions have partially or
fully merged because of
commonalities of revenue
collection and economies of
scale – part of the objective
includes establishment of
Revenue Boards.
Proper planning,
implementation and monitoring
aspects are going to be key in
achieving the desired outcomes
of tax reform measures.

IRC and PNGCS to take
ownership of their
administration reform.

To develop a transformation
and modernisation strategy.

Defined roles and
responsibilities of RAB.

Better meet the IRC’s role as a
major revenue generator and
expand its contribution as an
enabler of PNG’s economic
growth.

Operational weaknesses and
inefficiencies are impacting on
IRC’s capacity to be PNG’s lead
revenue administrator and the
negative flow on effects such as
inadequate tax collections,
unacceptable levels of noncompliance, rorting and
Government budget deficits –
all these affect the economic
performance of PNG.
Can help deal with voluntary
compliance, maximize revenue
collection and offer fair

To address ineffective,
inefficient debt management
and poor taxpayer education
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8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15
16
17

18

management strategies,
framework and action plans.

and weak compliance /
enforcement.

Overhaul and streamline GST
administration to make the
system more effective and
efficient.
The IRC and PNGCS to
strengthen and build the
leadership and management
capacity of its senior and middle
level managers.
The IRC, PNGCS and Treasury
collaborate to develop specific
strategy to grow and develop
their capability in tax and
revenue administration policies.
The IRC and PNGCS undertake
comprehensive diagnostic
reviews of their core operations
(i.e. business drivers and
enablers) to modernise their
respective operational efficiency
and effectiveness.
Adequate funding should be
allocated to IRC and PNGCS to
undertake their massive
transformation and
modernisation programs and
implement the comprehensive
tax reform.
Both the IRC and PNGCS
modernise their respective HR
functions with tools needed to
improve HR management,
enhancing staff development,
overhaul out-dated policies and
procedures, and provide their
respective administration with
HR Management and
Information systems.
IRC and PNGCS to modernise
their taxpayer registration
systems and management.
Modernisation of tax filing
systems and management
The IRC put in place a selfassessment regime.
The IRC and PNGCS modernise
their revenue collection,
accounting and management
systems.
The IRC and PNGCS review,
upgrade, strengthen, and
modernize their enforcement
and audit functions.

To achieve optimal GST
revenue collections.

treatment of taxpayers –
penalise rorters and tax
avoiders.
Increase staffing and stringent
enforcement activities.

To up skill leadership and
management capacity .

Targeted training and
mentoring of staff to prepare
for succession.

To ensure better tax policy
analysis and formulation.

Government should prioritise
funding towards building tax
policy analysis in Treasury, IRC
and PNGCS.

To ensure the operations are
aligned with the current
business practices.

Undertake a restructure that
meets the changing business
needs.

To ensure revenue
administrators are adequately
funded.

Direct Treasury to provide
funding as requested by IRC and
PNGCS.

To employ staff with relevant
qualification and skills.

Both the IRC and PNGCS to
identify renown successful HR
tools to improve its HR
management.

To continue with the TIN
program.

Ensure interface with SIGTAS
and ASYCUDA.

To introduce e-filing ad
automate record maintenance
To introduce self- assessment

Streamline the CSTB processes
in facilitation of contracts.
Amendment to legislations.

To optimise revenue
collections.

Direct Treasury to provide
funding.

To up skill staff and improve
terms and conditions.

Direct Treasury to provide
funding.
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19

20

21

The IRC and PNGCS review and
modernize their appeals and
dispute resolution system and
management.
The IRC and PNGCS to continue
investing in the development
and implementation of a
comprehensive ICT Governance
framework.
The Review recommends that
IRC and PNGCS to incorporate
the recommendations by the
independent diagnostic review
into their strategic and
operational plans. These
recommendations can be found
in Appendix B.

To provide staffing for the
review tribunal.

Taxpayers rights are not denied.

To have a state of the art ICT
system that is reflective of
modern business.

Treasury to provide funding.

To impose on IRC and PNGCS to
implement the Diagnostic
findings.

Improve on revenue
performance.

Personal Income Tax
Recommendation
Increase the tax free threshold to
K20,000 as a longer term objective.
In the interim, increase the tax free
threshold to K15,000
• Reduce the 22 per cent
marginal tax rate to 20 per
cent
• Reduce the number of tax
bands to 4 when revenue
permits. As an interim step
the marginal tax rate applying
at K18,000 should be
removed.
• Maintain the top marginal tax
rate at 42 per cent

Purpose
To remove a majority low
income earners from the
income tax system and to
provide tax relief to tax payers
to reduce the tax burden on all
income groups.

24

Align non-resident tax rates to
resident rates

To improve simplicity and
reduce the cost on business to
employ non-residents

25

Amend section 46CA to remove
the 30 person threshold and the
requirement for GC approval.
Introduce a concessional cap of
K100,000 on redundancy
payments. Payments within this

To simplify the current complex
rules, broaden the existing
concessional cap for all
termination payments, aid
administrative simplicity and
promote taxpayer fairness

22

23

To improve simplicity while
maintaining the progressivity of
the tax system.
To maintain the progressivity of
the tax system.

Comments
Main mechanism to reduce
average tax paid by wage
and salary earners
Removing the K18,000 tax
rate will provide tax relief
for all taxpayers,
particularly low and middle
incomes.
Changes to the top marginal
tax rate should be
considered as part of any
change to the corporate tax
rate It is unlikely that high
income earners are
sensitive to small changes
in the top marginal tax rate
Higher taxes on onresidents are likely
balanced by lower company
tax receipts due to
employment costs being
deductible. Consequently,
the revenue cost of
alignment is expected to be
negligible
The existing law
discriminates against small
scale redundancies. Long
service leave should
continue to have special
rules due to the pre 1993
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26

cap would be taxed at 15 per cent.
Long service leave to be included
unless the existing concessional tax
rate on pre 1993 service provides a
lower tax outcome
Remove the rebates on education
expenses and salary and wages.
Retain the election rebate and
replace the dependents rebate
when the tax free threshold is
raised to K20,000

component. It should be
included in the cap only if it
provides a lower tax
outcome
To simplify the tax system.

27

Adjust the taxable component of
housing allowances over the next 5
years so that 50 per cent of the
value of the allowance is included
in employee assessable income. As
an interim step, for very high value
properties with rentals in access of
K5,000 per week, increase the
taxable value component to K1400
per fortnight

To address the gap between the
housing allowances paid and
the amount included as
assessable income.

28

Adopt the longer term objective of
aligning the taxation of retirement
benefits with the TTE model.
Review the life cycle of taxation of
superannuation.

To simplify the current taxation
of retirement benefits and tax
administration of super funds.

29

Amend the definition of residency
for individuals to make it clearer
and simpler to use.

To provide a basis for
determining tax residency that
is easier to administer and
understand.

Increases in tax free
threshold and lower
marginal tax rates will
compensate taxpayers. The
election expenses rebate
should continue as it is
supports participation in
elections. When the tax
free threshold is increased
to K20,000 remove the
dependent rebate.
The tax system is
subsidising the cost of
accommodation and
potentially encouraging the
rising costs of housing. The
subsidies for high cost
homes and rentals should
be reduced

Submissions to the Review
raised a number of issues
that require separate
consideration as they are
broader than taxation and
include administrative and
broader savings policy
matters. A review of the
taxation of superannuation
is needed urgently to
provide a stable long term
path for retirement savings
Current definition of tax
resident relies on a
cascading set of criteria that
are unnecessarily complex.
New Zealand tax law uses a
basic 183 day rule to
determine residency that is
supplemented by
permanent place of abode
and government
employment provisions.
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Corporate Income Tax
30

31

32

33

34
35
36

37

Recommendation
Reduce the corporate tax rate to 25
per cent over time.

Purpose
To improve the competitiveness
of the tax system. This would
attract capital and grow
investment, economic
development and jobs.
Increased economic activity
would grow the tax base.

Comments
Lower corporate tax rates
could be funded by
broadening the corporate
tax base. By for example,
removal of inefficient tax
incentives, taxing certain
capital gains and
enhancements to tax
administration.

The tax rate of non-resident
companies (i.e. branches) should be
the same as the effective rate on
taxable income of dividend-paying
resident subsidiaries (42 per cent).
The same rate should apply to
non-resident mining companies when
the general non-resident CIT rate falls
below 40 per cent.

Rates are aligned so nonresident owners of capital can
choose how they wish to invest
–either through a subsidiary or
a branch− without significant
tax impediments.

Typically these rates are
used by resource
companies and financial
institutions.

All dividends (including mining and
petroleum dividends) should be
subject to a general 15 per cent
withholding tax rate, subject to
treaties.
The Foreign Contractors
(Withholding) Tax should be retained
at a flat 12 per cent rate however, the
legislative design should no longer
link the tax to the non-resident
corporate tax rate.

Given the general downward
trend of CIT and dividend rates
there is no reason to disturb the
mining CIT rate until the general
rate falls below.
Reduce dividend withholding
for most shareholders and
restores fairness with mining
and petroleum shareholders
paying the general rate.
Effective mechanism for
collecting tax from temporary
foreign workers. Ensure
appropriate level of collections

Introduce self-assessment as soon
as practicable.
Strengthen and simplify transfer
pricing rules
The standard 2:1 gearing ratio for
thin capitalisation should apply to
the mining and petroleum sector
The thin capitalisation rules be
reviewed in the medium term.

Improve efficiency of and better
target tax administration

Negotiation of new tax treaties
should be put on hold for the time
being. PNG should consider
signing onto the multilateral
instrument being developed as

Focus administration reform on
higher priorities.

Reduces the general
withholding tax rate but
increases concessional
rates for mining and
petroleum.

Previously recommended
in 2000.

Helps address loss of corporate
tax base.
Helps address loss of corporate
tax base.
No case for different treatment
of mining and petroleum.

Banks already need to
comply with BPNG
minimum capital
requirements, no case for
additional regulation. This
issue currently under
review by OECD, may need
to revise rules
When the OECD’s BEPS
project concludes,
renegotiation of existing
treaties over time may be
required.
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38

39

part of the BEPS process.
Simplify depreciation rates.
Increase limits for small value
asset treatment.Eliminate
depreciation concessions,
including accelerated
depreciation.
Abolish training levy and double
deduction for training.

Reduce business compliance
costs and administration costs.

No evidence training incentives
and levy have met objectives.
Eliminates unnecessary tax
costs and compliance costs for
business and administration
costs.
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Mining and Petroleum Taxation
Recommendation
Limit state equity participation rights
in new projects to no more than 5
per cent

Purpose
To reduce exposure to big
losses if the project is
unprofitable..

41

For any new projects, calculate
Additional Profits Tax (APT) by way of
Rate of Return and at a single rate of
35 per cent.

To provides a fair return to
the State from depletion of
the people’s resources..

42

For any new projects, apply different
APT Rate of Return rates for mining,
oil and gas.

43

Remove double deduction for
exploration expenses.
Remove the 10% annual income
taxable cap limitation on deducting
exploration expenditure.
Pro-rated depreciation deductions to
in the first year of production.
For new petroleum and gas licenses,
use field gate valuation method to
calculate royalties.

To reflect that hurdle rates
vary with the riskiness of
different mining, oil and gas
projects
To fund reduced income
taxes.
To remove the delay in the
depreciation of the
exploration expenses
To better match
depreciation to asset life.
To provide a more
appropriate method for
calculating royalties.

40

44

45
46

47

Restrict Any fiscal stability
agreements to key rates of tax and
duty and to major deductions listed
in the agreement. Agreements should
be symmetrical (no one-way bets).
They should not contain
most-favoured project rules. The
agreement should be time limited.
The premium requirement can be
discontinued for new projects.

To limit the consequences
that such agreements have
on the Government’s ability
to change tax policy if
circumstances change or
more information comes
available for significant
periods of time.

Comment
The recommendation is
contingent on the introduction
of a suitable rent tax.
State equity participation is
risky as the State knows less
than project developers and
results in conflicts between
the commercial and other
State roles. Risk dividends
used inconsistently with
overall State priorities.
Reduces transparency of
budget process
Targets projects with returns
more than those required to
attract investment, so there
investment decisions are not
affected by the tax. State gets
more revenue when the
project is highly profitable, but
gives some relief to less
profitable projects. More
marginal projects proceed

See incentives discussion.
Subject to the repeal of double
deductions – previous
recommendation

More and more countries use
a “fieldgate” valuation.

Fiscal stability is more likely to
be achieved if the community
perceives it is getting a fair
share of the revenue.
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Tax Incentives
48

49

50

51

52

Recommendation
An Economic Development Board
(EDB) be established to oversight
the transparent issue, monitoring
and evaluation of tax and other
incentives (other incentives such as
grants). The EDB would also conduct
an urgent review of PNG’s existing
tax incentives.
Tax incentives should be granted
sparingly. But when considering the
merits of new or existing incentives
the policy principles outlined in the
Report should be applied.
Publication
of
Annual
Tax
Expenditure Statement. As a first
step a list of the incentives and
those who benefit from the
incentives should be published.
All tax incentive laws should be
consolidated in the tax laws.

Purpose
To remove ad hoc decision
making in the granting of tax
incentives.

Comments
The scope of the EDB would
extend to reviewing all
existing tax incentives.

To provide a coherent policy
framework for proposed new
and review of existing tax
breaks.

The
policy
framework
established
must
be
complied and adhered.

To improve transparency and
inform stakeholders the
revenue cost to the budget.

The
Tax
Expenditure
Statement
should
be
produced as part of the
annual budget.

To ensure there is legal basis
for all the tax incentives
granted.

Suspend Infrastructure Tax Credit
Scheme (TCS) for new projects
pending audits for the value of
money forgone.

To audit how much money
has been spent on TCS to
date and determine whether
TCS
has
achieved
its
intended policy objective.

The actual consolidation of
the
laws
must
be
incorporated
in
their
respective legislations.
There is no proper record to
account for the money spent
on TCS and its relevance to
the intended objective.
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Capital Gains Tax
Recommendation

Reason

Comment

53

Introduce a capital gains tax initially to apply
only to real property, including the whole or
partial disposal of mining and petroleum
entities or licenses.

Advisory committee to assist in
the design of these rules.

54

CGT to apply to residents and non-residents
and to all taxable entities including:
individuals, companies, superannuation
funds, and trusts.
A 15 per cent CGT rate should apply to all
taxable capital gains.

Strengthen tax base by
expanding the tax base and
reducing opportunities for
income tax avoidance.
Resources best used to
maximize growth of the PNG
economy.
Broadest base is fair, will keep
rates lower and minimize tax
planning.

55

56

CGT to apply to PNG sourced gains, including
foreign gains relating to PNG real property
and the disposal in whole or part of mining
and petroleum entities or licenses.

57

Eventually the CGT should apply to all assets
(with some exclusions), but initially it should
apply only to PNG real property interests,
including interests in mining and petroleum
resources

58

Capital gains and losses should be taxed
when the asset is sold, or other disposal.
(‘realisation basis’)

59

Capital losses can only be offset against
current year capital gains. Residual losses
can be carried forward and offset against
capital gains in a later year.

60

Tax will not be imposed in relation to
specific disposals but deferred (or ‘rolled
over’) until the person getting the asset sells
it.

61

The tax will be prospective and only tax
gains relating to the period after
commencement of the CGT regime.

1

Simple standard rate. Aligns
with rate of tax on interest and
dividends.
Broad base. If PNG sourced can
be administered more easily.

Initially will apply to those
assets, the disposal of which
represents the greatest
revenue potential and to a
small number of
knowledgeable taxpayers who
can readily work out their tax.
Only feasible approach to tax
capital gains. If tax was based
on annual valuation (i.e. not
until sale of the asset)
taxpayers would not have
funds to pay the tax.
Capital gains are taxed on sale
of the asset, the timing of the
capital gains or loss is up to the
taxpayer. Without
quarantining, taxpayers can
accelerate the recognition of
losses and claim against
income tax while deferring the
recognition of gains.
Avoids taxing assets
distributed after a death, or
following transfer of an asset
between companies owned by
the same people.
Revenue benefits brought
forward, maximizes economic
benefits from taxing capital
gains, fairer, and fewer anti
avoidance rules are needed.

Application to non-residents is
subject to tax treaties.

Main residence and customary
land are excluded. Will not apply
to offshore assets of residents.

Other rollover events could be
considered for final design: eg
marriage breakdown, exercise of
options, related company
1
transfers, amalgamations etc.
Two possibilities (a) taxing gains
accrued after the
commencement date or (b) only
taxing gains on assets bought
after the commencement date.

Again there is a need to balance fairness/efficiency on the one hand and simplicity on the other.
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Small Business, Informal (hard-to-tax) Economy
62

63

64

Recommendation

Purpose

Comments

The new rules apply to businesses with
a turnover of less than K250,000 AND
the new tax rules would not apply to
companies and professionals.
Introduce simplified accounting rules
for small businesses along the lines of
Samoa’s legislation but with a K5,000
cap on depreciation and a shortened
four (4) year record retention period.
Develop a flat tax+ turnover proposal
(with an option to opt out) for small
business.

To provide an appropriate method to
determine businesses eligible for the
new rules

The turnover of up to
K250,000 is the same as the
GST registration threshold.

To help reduce costs for business and
the IRC administration and encourage
more businesses to participate in tax
system.

Requires relatively simple
legislation change. The reform
should be introduced in the
short term.

To help reduce costs for business and
target IRC education/awareness and
compliance capacities. To help
encourage more businesses to
participate in tax system and to
improve confidence in tax system
To help reduce costs for business and
target IRC education/awareness and
compliance capabilities. To encourage
more businesses to participate in tax
system and improve confidence in tax
system
To reduce small business costs and
improve IRC processing challenges.

Requires legislation change
and extensive implementation
timeframe. This should be
introduced in the medium
term.

65

Develop an alternative presumptive tax
to separately tax special classes of
economic activity that are clearly
identifiable and for which likely taxable
income is reasonably predictable.

66

Payment of GST and Salary and Wage
Tax should be combined and payment
periods be increased to three monthly.
Create a position in IRC with the
primary role/function to drive and
coordinate IRC’s engagement with PNG
small business sector.
Developed a formal strategy to help
improve compliance so as to increase
tax from PNG’s hard-to-tax sector.

67

68

69

A Study of Tax Morale in PNG should be
undertaken.

To assist in promoting
real/meaningful change in handling of
small business arrangements across
all IRC functions.
To ensure a more targeted and
concerted approach to IRC
administration of tax payer education,
awareness and compliance.
To help clarify understanding and
appreciation of broader structural
issues that constrain tax morale.

Possible areas for this tax are
taxi and PMV transport
subsector, restaurants and
trade stores.

Requires amendments to tax
legislation.

Joint responsibility of
Treasury, revenue agencies
DCTI and enterprise
developing agents.
Joint responsibility of
Treasury, revenue agencies,
DCTI and enterprise
development agents.
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Goods and Services Tax
70

71

72

73

74

75

76

Recommendation
The Review recommends that the
rate of the GST be increased to 15
per cent. The increase to revenue is
estimated to be approximately K750
million per annum.
Repeal the current zero-rating of
supplies to resource companies, aid
programs
and
charitable
organisations and replace with a
standard
treatment
whereby
relevant supplies for those sectors
are zero rated.
Repeal the existing arrangements
for providing discretionary GST
exemptions.

Purpose
Increasing the rate of the GST
will improve the tax mix and will
help to ensure that the informal
economy pays a fairer share of
tax.
This is a key measure to protect
the integrity of the GST system
and to simplify the
administration arrangements.

Comments

This is a key measure to protect
the integrity of the GST system
and to simplify the
administration arrangements.

The IRC, PNGCS and Treasury
should work with BPNG to develop
arrangements to expedite the
remitting of GST collected to the
National Goods and Services Trust
Account.
Repeal the concession which allows
educational institutions to claim
input tax credits for some
educational supplies.
Implement a GST deferral scheme
for imports.

Current delays in processing
remittances through commercial
banks cause delays in providing
refunds which compromises the
integrity of the GST system.

The basic design of the GST
is for the tax to be borne by
the end consumer of the
good or service. Exemptions
of this nature do not actually
provide an incentive for
businesses apart from some
possible relief from
compliance obligations.
The BPNG should take the
lead in either improving the
existing arrangements or
designing an alternative.

Direct IRC to take immediate steps
to establish a GST refunds risk
management
policy
and
operationalize it to detect, deter
and prosecute GST refund fraud.

To minimise revenue lost
through fraud.

This is an integrity measure
which removes a concession that
is out of date. It will also
promote competition.
GST paid on imports by
businesses for use in providing
other goods and services are
usually eligible for a
corresponding input tax credit.

This change will not alter the
ultimate incidence of GST
but rather will move the
onus of compliance onto the
provider of the zero-rated
good or service.

This no longer seems
required following policy
developments in education
funding.
Access to a GST deferral
scheme will be at the
Commissioner’s discretion,
based in part on the
compliance record of the
taxpayer.
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Excise Tax
Recommendation

Purpose

Comments

77

Repeal and replace Schedule 1 of the
Excise Tariff Act 1956.

provide certainty to both customs
administration and taxpayers alike

78

Streamline the schedule concentrate on
key traditional Excise products – tobacco,
alcohol, petroleum products and vehicles.
Remove excise from the goods category
except for firearms and gaming machines.

Simplification of the excise tax
regime to enable efficient customs
administration.
Simplification of the excise regime.

Remove references to Customs Tariff
Items in Schedule 1 of the Excise Tariff Act
1956.
Treasury to work with PNGCS and
relevant authorities to devise options for
the control of betelnut which might
include taxation options.
Apply excise tax on telecommunication
services.

Simplification of the excise tax
regime to enable efficient customs
administration
Reduce negative externalities
caused by chewing of betelnut with
lime.

Excise Tariff schedule will be
updated to reflect the
changes.
Makes it easier for customs
administration to deal with
few excisable products.
Revenue forgone is minimal
and not worth the
administrative burden.
Clarifies policy intent of Excise
Tariff Act and Customs Tariff
Act.
Imposition of excise on
betelnut has potential for
revenue generation

Amend the law to ensure:
 excise indexation continues on a six
monthly basis;
 The 2.5 per cent cap on indexation of
alcohol be removed and indexation be
by the CPI rate alone;
 excise on petroleum products be
indexed on the same basis as alcohol;
and
 tobacco indexation be the higher of 5
per cent or the CPI.
 Treasury to work with the transport
authorities to determine if there
should be restrictions on the
importation of second hand vehicles
on environmental and safety grounds,
and, if so, the appropriate criteria for
such restrictions;
 once a decision has been taken
whether to restrict imports of second
hand vehicles, the differential rates
between all categories of new and
second hand vehicles should be
removed; and
vehicle excise for all categories should be
reduced to half their 2014 rate in
equal steps over a ten year period.
• Treasury undertake further work to
determine appropriate arrangements
for business use of diesel; and

An additional K0.06 be added to the
diesel excise rate at each indexation
period until the petrol and diesel
rates align.
The Review does not support the proposal
for a reduced rate of excise for domestic
tobacco used in cigarette manufacture.
PNGCS should improve on its efforts to
restrict illicit tobacco trade and report to

Maintain the real value of excise tax
revenue collections

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

Broadening of Revenue base

The design features of the
proposal must be discussed
with the relevant authorities
The current excise indexation
rate has not kept up inflation
and the value of excise
revenue collections has been
significantly reduced

Reduce the cost of vehicles to
ensure ownership of vehicles is
made affordable.

Treasury to consult with
relevant authorities.

Alignment of diesel excise with that
of petrol in the next six years.

There is no policy justification
in having two different rates
between excise and petrol.

Effective boarder control to restrict
entry of illegal products and

Anecdotal evidence suggest
that there is significant
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the Government from time to time on any
additional steps that might be required to
manage this problem.

smuggling of contraband.

smuggled tobacco sold in the
market and streets of PNG.

Other indirect taxes
Recommendation
Introduce a one-off Increase in
departure tax to K60 (currently K30)
Remove stamp duty and increase the
rate of bookmakers turnover tax

Purpose
To adjust rate which has been
unchanged since 1988
To simplify the system

90

A clear delineation of Ministerial
responsibility in the control and taxing
element of the Gaming Control Act.

To delineate the taxing and
control functions of the Gaming
Control Act.

91

Commence taxing lotteries via mobile
phones i.e. providers and promoters

To rectify an apparent oversight

88
89

Comments

Will require a reworking of
current cost sharing
arrangements
This ensures consistency in
good tax policy and
promotes budget discipline
and transparency.
This will remove an unfair
tax advantage currently
held by mobile phone
lotteries

Earmarking
Recommendation
Remove existing hypothecation or
‘ear-marked’ taxes (eg diesel excise for
the Road Fund) with funding through
the normal budget processes.

Purpose
Ensure budget prioritising of
expenditure decisions. Simplify
decisions about tax rates.

Comments
Effective scrutiny and
monitoring of public
revenue.

Land and Property Tax
Recommendation
The Government approves a Phase
Two of the Review to cover the Land &
Property Taxation and that this is
undertaken in 2016.

Purpose
To ensure the work commissioned
by IMF at the request of the Review
is consulted with the Public before
any recommendation is made.

Comments
Circumstances beyond the
control of the Committee did
not permit this revised Terms
of Reference to be fully
completed.

Non-Tax Revenue
Recommendation
The Government approves a Phase
Two of the Review for the work
commenced on Non-Tax Revenue to
continue and report submitted in the
first quarter of 2016.

Purpose
To ensure the work commissioned
by IMF at the request of the Review
is consulted with the Public before
any recommendation is made.

Comments
Circumstances beyond the
control of the Committee
did not permit this revised
Terms of Reference to be
fully completed.
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Customs Tariff
Recommendation
The
Government
immediately
suspend the current TRP until an
impact proper study is done and
furthermore that this be done in
Phase 2 of the Review in 2016.

Purpose
To assess the tariff reduction
program to ascertain the cost
benefits.

Comments
Circumstances beyond the
control of the Committee
did not permit this revised
Terms of Reference to be
fully completed
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ALL INCLUSIVE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Papua New Guinea has recently pronounced a policy framework for “All Inclusive
Sustainable Development”.
This is captured in the;




The “National Strategy for Responsible Sustainable Development for Papua New
Guinea” which was released by Department of National Planning and Monitoring in
January, 2014, and
Papua New Guinea Medium Term Development Plan 2 2016 – 2017 which was also
released by Department of National Planning and Monitoring in March, 2015.

Sustainable development has been defined a variety of ways, but in practice it has come to
mean development that achieves a balance among;




economic,
environmental, and
social objectives.

Sustainable development also encapsulates inter-generational considerations for both
present and future generations.
The integration of the three dimensions of sustainable development is one of the most
difficult balances to achieve in formulating a national development strategy. In practice,
most national development strategies have a greater focus on environmental issues with
some attempts to incorporate economic aspects.
The social pillar has been the most neglected. As a result, few national strategies develop
abilities for considering and making trade-offs among the three areas in overall policymaking.
This represents a paradigm shift in national development and may not gain traction as the
way forward is and will be encumbered and constrained by inherent legacy challenges such
as other antiquated policies, governance framework, institutions and administrative
structures, and a very apathetic and bureaucratic public service.
The Review recommends that these new “All Inclusive Sustainable Development” policy
framework must become the centre piece for National Development and should
supersede and take primacy over all antiquated policy, governance, institutions and
administrative strictures which must be refreshed and realigned with the new National
Development paradigm.
The United Nations and the OECD developed general guidance for the formulation and
content of these strategies based on key principles such as;
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integrated government approaches,
long-term perspectives,
extensive consultation with stakeholders, and
realistic targets.

The table below provides a comparison of the United Nations and OECD recommendations
or guidance for National Sustainable Development Strategies.
TABLE 2: Comparison of United Nations and OECD Guidelines for National Sustainable Development
Strategies.

Main Elements

OECD

UNITED NATIONS

Policy Integration

Integrate economic, social, and Integrate economic, social and
environment objectives. Ensure environmental objectives. Link
comprehensive and integrated different sectors.
strategy.

Inter-generational Timeframe

Develop consensus on long Develop shared strategic and
term vision.
pragmatic vision. Link short
term to medium/long term.

Analysis and Assessments

Base
strategy
on
comprehensive and reliable
analysis. Build on existing
processes and strategies.

Co-ordination and Institutions.

Embed strategy in high - level Ensure a strong institution or
government commitment and group
of
institutions
influential lead institutions.
spearheading the process.

Anchor strategy in sound
technical
and
economic
analysis. Build on existing
mechanism and strategies.

NOTE: The OECD recommends a
wide
range
of
government
departments and agencies should be
involved in the formulation and
implementation
of
national
strategies, with overall responsibility
in the office of the Prime Minister or
equivalent.

Local
and
governance.

Regional Link national and local levels.

Stakeholder participation.

Link national, regional and
global levels.

Ensure effective participation. Ensure access to information
Develop a people-centered for
all
stakeholders,
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strategy.

transparency
and
accountability.
Develop
partnership
among
government,
civil
society,
private sector and external
institutions.

Indicators and Targets.

Include targets with
budgetary priorities.

clear Base strategy
flexible targets.

on

realistic,

Monitoring and Evaluation.

Incorporate
monitoring, Include integrated mechanism
learning and improvement.
for assessment, follow-up,
evaluation and feed-back.

Sustainable Development - Economic Growth and
Diversification
With Sustainable Development Policy framework and strategy as the overarching policy
framework, it is imperative to also formulate a new policy framework, governance and
institutional and administrative framework to grow and diversify the economy.
Despite considerable and more diversified resource endowment, over ten (10) years of
positive GDP growth, and forty (40) years existence as a nation state, all inclusive and
sustainable economic development has been an elusive objective.
This is further compounded by the pronounced risks of a dual economy that is over
dependent on the non-renewal resource sector, and at various intervals, highly exposed and
vulnerable to externalities, especially the cyclical vagaries of prices of commodities, and
rapid socio-economic, technological, and environmental changes and shifts in demography.
Financial changes combined with technology have constantly changed market dynamics and
made capital mobile.
This is indeed a poignant reminder, warning sign, but yet an important cross road of
opportunity for reconstruction of national economic and social development. It requires a
paradigm shift in National Development policies, governance, institutional and
administrative structures and culture.
More importantly, a comprehensive tax reform without an overarching sustainable
economic policy framework will skew and, in some instances, completely derail the noble
policy rationale and objectives of the reform. It is tantamount to putting the cart before the
horse.
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The Review, after considerable consultation and evaluation of experience of numerous
countries (both developed and developing countries) recommends;
1. IMPLANTING PILLARS or CORNERSTONE FOR DIVERSIFYING AND GROWING THE

ECONOMY and ensuring that it is sustained. This involves a paradigm shift in the
governance, policy, and institutional culture and administration of economic
diversification and growth. This calls for a centralized coordination, vetting, management
and oversight of foreign direct investments and domestic reinvestment.
This policy framework should have an overarching Economic Policy supplemented by Fiscal
Policy, Tax Policy, Trade and Investment Policy and Monetary Policy.
The Review recommends the following templates for Economic Policy, Fiscal Policy and Tax
Policy.
ALL INCLUSIVE AND SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIC POLICY.
ECONOMIC GROWTH AND EXPANSION TO DERISKS OVER DEPENDENCE ON UNSUSTAINABLE
EXTRACTIVE SECTOR BY DIVERSIFYING ECONOMIC BASE TO SUSTAINABLE SECTORS OF THE
ECONOMY.
FISCAL POLICY
ECONOMIC GROWTH GROWTH.

STIMULATE, SUPPORT AND PROMOTE SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIC

TAX REGIME INTEGRITY -

FOCUS ON INTEGRITY AND ENSURE THE TAX SYSTEM IS ROBUST
AND REFRESHED REGULARLY TO ENSURE CONSISTENCY, AND
OPTIMUM AND SUSTAINABLE REVENUE GENERATION.

BALANCED BUDGET RESPONSIBILITY LAWS.

MAINTAIN A BALANCED BUDGET AND ADHERE TO FISCAL

PRUDENT GOVERNMENT
EXPENDITURE FOCUS GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE ON DELIVERING ESSENTIAL GOODS
AND SERVICES.
TAX POLICY
PROMOTE SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIC GROWTH AND PROMOTE SOCIAL OJECTIVES.
BUILD A BROAD REVENUE BASE.
ENSURE A BALANCED MIX BETWEEN TAXING OF INCOME, CONSUMPTION AND CAPITAL.
MAINTAIN A COMPETITIVE TAX STRUCTURE TO ATTRACT INVESTMENT AND CAPITAL.
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